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How much is a word 
worth to your business?

What if a CMO could review a marketing campaign, point to two or three words, and say, “those words are 
worth $200,000 a week to our business,” backed by the confidence of mathematical certainty? 

The worst feeling for a CMO in today’s data-driven marketing climate is to be called out by a CEO for a 
decision that was not based on data but should have been. After all, according to a recent McKinsey study, 
83% of global CEOs view marketing as a major growth driver. And marketing growth today is data-driven. 
CMOs oversee an area no longer considered just the organization’s creative messaging arm — it’s now an 
expected revenue generator with financial goals to meet. 

Why CMOs need AI for marketing

Artificial Intelligence (AI) offers CMOs and their teams the ability to deeply understand consumer wants; 
confidently create targeted, personalized campaigns that resonate; provide predictive customer service;  
and generate the growth C-suites expect. McKinsey predicts that AI in marketing and sales will drive  
$1.7 - $3 Trillion in new value creation, and the distribution of this new value will be unevenly distributed  
to those prepared to capture their fair share.

In a recent discussion at the tech: Retail Week event in London about using AI to augment and amplify 
marketing, Hotels.com CMO Ben Blake noted that “what AI does or what we want it to do...is it allows you  
to scale so much faster than doing that champion/challenger test. Because champion/challenger will work 
very well when you are in the early stages of your development, but it will really start to slow you down at  
a later stage.”
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– Jason Heller, President, Persado

Which words and what creative 
contribute to business growth?

AI unlocks new levers of value 
creation for CMOs, delivering  
tens to hundreds of millions of 
dollars in incremental topline 
revenue by tapping into implicit 
insights and behaviors and making 
these insights prescriptive and 
immediately actionable.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/marketings-moment-is-now-the-c-suite-partnership-to-deliver-on-growth


Benefits of AI

AI allows marketing leaders and their teams to quickly analyze vast amounts of customer data  
to predict a customer’s needs and wants and improve the customer experience. More than that,  
advanced AI systems allow a brand to better understand their customers and understand how  
to better communicate with them. 

CMOs lack confidence in creative

Unfortunately, seven out of ten CMOs report they have little to no confidence in their creative’s ability to 
drive results, according to the Nielsen CMO Survey. In the end, the current process of product, service, 
or creative messaging relies more on subjective guesswork than on objective, data-guided insights. 

Kristin Lemkau, the CMO of banking giant JPMorgan Chase, put it best when she noted at the 2019 
Web Summit: “I believe deeply—to my bones—that the most important development in the history of 
marketing is machine learning...it will fundamentally change our relationship with consumers.” With the 
deeper insight and scale provided by AI, marketers can deliver the right message to the right customer 
at the right time. AI arms marketing leaders with actionable insights, based on data, that are proven to 
engage consumers and grow the business. 

This guide details key use cases and best practices for using AI to drive marketing and business results. 
It explains how AI is a powerful, indispensable, and scientific tool that brings predictability to the art of 
creativity, marketing, and messaging.

AI arms marketing leaders with actionable 
insights, based on data, that are proven to  
engage consumers and grow the business.
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– Kristin Lemkau, CMO, JPMorgan Chase

I believe deeply—to my bones—that the most important 
development in the history of marketing is machine learning...
it will fundamentally change our relationship with consumers.
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What is AI  
in Marketing?
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AI in marketing is the application of machine learning, deep learning, 
natural language processing, and other artificial intelligence 
technologies to solve key marketing challenges. Essentially, AI is  
a machine that completes the tasks that involve a certain degree  
of intelligence previously deemed only to be available to humans.  
As customers demand high levels of relevant, meaningful 
personalization and brands reorganize around a  
customer-centric operating model, AI and machine learning  
become critical tools needed to develop marketing creative,  
improve customers’ relationships, and drive personalization.

Marketing leaders will most likely use a combination of  
these AI-related technologies in their marketing strategies:

•  Facial and voice recognition
• Natural language processing
• Natural language understanding
• Natural language generation
•  Content intelligence
• Augmented writing

The Basics of AI for Marketing

An executive primer on  
AI technologies for marketing

AI is when computers use algorithms 
and large data sets to go a step further 
than traditional computing models 
of if-then, rules-based programming. 
As the algorithms acquire more data, 
the system “learns,” trains itself, and 
improves as the data set grows. The 
system can then use technologies 
such as natural language processing, 
natural language understanding, and 
natural language generation to create 
personalized consumer content (as 
opposed to merely analyzing it and 
providing recommendations to humans 
who will then take further action).   

Machine learning marketing 
technology includes mining structured 
and unstructured consumer data 
from multiple channels; e.g., email 
messages, videos, photos, and social 
media postings; predictive modeling 
for marketing campaigns, customer 
churn, and customer lifetime value; 
and granular segmenting and 
targeting algorithms that can return 
recommendations for the most relevant 
consumer features as they relate to 
purchasing habits. 

Deep learning focuses on targeted 
components, such as image 
classification, facial recognition, and 
voice recognition. Each of these ties into 
both AI and machine learning tools for 
marketing; e.g., identifying which users 
prefer certain banner ads or words and 
then auto-creating that visual content, 
or voice “chatting” with customers to 
determine their needs vs. wants.  

ARTIFICIAL  
INTELLIGENCE

MACHINE 
LEARNING

DEEP 
LEARNING
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Today’s CMOs must have the ability to create the right 

personalized experiences and messaging to the right customers 

at the right time. Only AI can empower them to deliver at the scale 

of today’s markets. Only AI can use big data analytics, machine 

learning, and deep learning to remove the guesswork from 

messaging campaigns and target the messaging to increase the 

return on investment. 

AI is already transforming what has always been considered the 

exclusive domain of humans: the creative process. Is it possible for 

AI to deliver new and even better ideas to creative teams? How are 

creative teams using AI for ideation today?

CMOs and senior marketers want the ability to have an always-
on conversation with customers, but they often meet resistance 
from customers who want that conversation to be authentic and 
personalized. Regardless of the technology they use, it feels as if 
brands are talking to their customers with their backs to them.

Imagine if you were meeting a friend or colleague at a café and 
they turned their back to you when they sat down. How would 
you feel if your friend started talking away from you and you 
started talking to their back?

Not a very polite–or effective–way to have a conversation, either 
in-person or online!

Yet this is how most marketers talk to their customers 
today, despite having exabytes of data on preferences and 
predictions. For a function that owns the voice of the customer 
and is arguably the best poised to deliver a customer-centric 

experience, marketers lack the context and understanding of 
what words resonate with customers and are often unable to act 
on any customer-level insights across the customer journey.

Marketers talk to customers without listening to their responses. 
AI changes this dynamic and allows marketers to listen to 
their customers and respond in a way that is appropriate and 
effective for the conversation and the moment. AI is the only way 
to do this because CMOs need computational power, memory, 
and the algorithms to choose the right words, adjust the words, 
and react to what customers actually respond to. That’s how 
they can propel their brands into the future.
 
Persado allows brands to turn and face their customers, listen 
to their reactions, and adjust the choice of words every single 
time they talk to customers. AI communication can become 
authentic, just like talking with an actual person.
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How AI Enables Marketers to “Turn and Face” Their Customers
by Assaf Baciu, Persado Co-founder and SVP of Product and Engineering

– Kristin Lemkau, CMO, JPMorgan Chase

AI makes marketing more human
AI also makes businesses more human in the digital age. It enables marketers to better understand and 
predict what words resonate with consumers, which emotions to use, and how to deliver more relevant 
messaging on any channel to increase human connection. JPMorgan Chase CMO Kristin Lemkau recently 
noted that “machine learning is the path to more humanity in marketing.”

Machine learning is the  
path to more humanity  
in marketing.



The power of use cases for AI in marketing  

One of the best ways to make AI more approachable, tangible, and meaningful is to apply the 
lens of specific marketing use cases, says Paul Roetzer, Founder and CEO of The Marketing 
Artificial Intelligence Institute. Roetzer noted that “I quickly realized the simplest way to 
understand what AI does is to look at the individual things a marketer does in a given day or in 
a given month and understand, ‘How could AI help them do that?’”

Roetzer explains that AI for marketing is about marketing predictions — predicting  
what to write about, what headlines will work, what image will work best, and how  
much money to spend on which channel. 

Use cases enable marketing leaders to answer key questions and prioritize their investment  
in AI for marketing.

Top use cases for AI in marketing

In 2019, the Marketing Artificial Intelligence Institute surveyed a number of marketing 
professionals to understand what they used AI to help them do. The top five use cases out of 
the 60+ listed were:

1. Analyze existing online content for gaps and opportunities
2. Choose keywords and topic clusters for content optimization
3. Construct buyer personas based on needs, goals, intent, and behavior
4. Create data-driven content
5. Discover insights into top-performing content and campaigns

The easiest way to get started with AI for marketing is to experiment with specific use cases 
that impact specific parts of the business to quickly see what works and what doesn’t, and  
how to grow and scale from there.

Use cases enable marketing leaders to answer key questions 
and prioritize their investment in AI for marketing.
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– Paul Roetzer, Founder and CEO, The Marketing Artificial Intelligence Institute

One of the best ways to make AI more 
approachable, tangible, and meaningful is to 
apply the lens of specific marketing use cases.

https://www.marketingaiinstitute.com/blog/what-are-the-top-use-cases-for-ai-in-marketing
https://www.marketingaiinstitute.com/blog/what-are-the-top-use-cases-for-ai-in-marketing


How AI 
Transforms 
Creativity
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Machine Learning and Natural Language 
Generation Transform the Creative Process

How AI Tranforms Creativity | 10
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– Alex Protopapas, Persado Chief Content Officer

There’s no human vs. 
machine battle. It’s the 
meeting of the two that 
is changing the way ideas 
are born. 

Human creativity + AI  

Creativity is hardwired in the human DNA. Only humans could see 
a piece of marble, use their imaginations, and create the statue of 
David, columns for the Parthenon, or the façade of the Taj Mahal. 

Is it possible for a machine to leverage millions of customer data 
points to inform, and transform, how ideas are generated and the 
creative process itself to create even better results than humans  
could achieve?

AI bridges the gap 

85% of CMOs know their organizations’ future business success 
hinges upon creativity and big ideas that build the brand and 
create an emotional connection, according to a recent survey from 
Dentsu Aegis Network. Yet only 54% of these same CMOs believe 
they deliver on that promise.

AI helps bridge the gap between awareness and action.

What is AI for creativity? 

AI for creativity provides scientific insight into customer needs 
and expectations, personalized messaging, the customer journey, 
precise customer targeting, effective content, growth opportunities, 
and targeted messaging campaigns. It helps marketing teams 
wade through immense amounts of data to get to the actionable 
insights they need to create effective campaigns. 

Creativity, at scale

AI will continue to improve as long as researchers and enterprises 
fuel its learning with ongoing examples, rich data, and effective 
algorithms that turn the data into actionable insights. AI is also 
faster and more efficient at data collection and analysis. Rather 
than viewing AI as a competitor to the creative process, CMOs 
should view it as a collaborator that can swiftly produce creative 
triggers based on copious amounts of data-driven insights. 

AI augments creative talent 

For instance, an AI-powered, augmented writing platform can 
create far more personalized web page copy, email subject lines, 
social ads, headlines, and CTAs at a faster pace than human 
writers can. These tasks can be offloaded to the AI agent, freeing 
up cognitive space so the humans on the marketing team have 
more time and space to be creative and build on recommendations 
from the AI system. The technology already exists to ensure the AI-
generated creative assets adhere to and amplify the brand style.

One of the principal technologies powering AI for creativity is 
natural language generation, which enables brands to act on the 
insights generated by machine learning algorithms.

of CMOs know their organizations’ future business success 
hinges upon creativity and big ideas that build the brand and 
create an emotional connection, according to a recent survey 
from Dentsu Aegis Network. Yet only 54% of these same 
CMOs believe they deliver on that promise. 

AI helps bridge the gap between awareness and action.

85%



Humans have had a hard time making sense 
of AI and wondering how it will affect life as we 
know it—and because humans love binaries, 
the narrative has historically been “Human 
vs. Machine.” It’s new, therefore it must be an 
enemy. 

In marketing, there are activities that are 
traditionally thought of as the sole and unique 
province of humans—namely, conceptualizing, 
developing new ideas, and generally being 
creative. Human creativity is invaluable and 
therefore untouchable; the mention of AI in this 
context is immediately perceived as a threat, as if 
the purpose is to get to a future where you either 
have one or the other. 

Real life, though, is showing us that this way of 
thinking about technology is outdated—and it’s 
holding us back. There’s no human vs. machine 
battle. 

It’s the meeting of the two that is changing the 
way ideas are born. It’s the human/machine 
partnership that matters. 

Visionary leaders are figuring out how to use AI 
to augment and amplify their creative work to let 
the human creatives do their best creative work.

A real, recent example: Persado analyzed three 
years of a retail client’s data spanning over 
2 million messages and almost 100 million 
customer touchpoints to pinpoint the most 
powerful concepts and messages for this 
client’s customer base. Those insights informed 
the entire creative process and guided how 
the creative agency of record planned and 
developed one of their largest campaigns of the 
year. Persado’s AI had a seat at the creative table 
from the beginning of the process, fundamentally 
changing how the creative team developed the 
creative direction and generated content—from 
in-store catalogs to radio ads, and from web 
banners to Instagram stories. 

The goal isn’t to replace human creativity but to 
enhance it, make it more sophisticated, and take 
it to the next level. 

How AI Transforms the Creative Process
by Alex Protopapas, Persado Chief Content Officer
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A Primer on Key AI Technologies
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Chapter 03

How long would it take you to write 500 personalized thank you cards 
after a wedding? 

Could you write each one in the tone and style that you know would 
resonate with each guest based on your conversations with them, 
ranging from the bride’s weird Aunt Suzie all the way to Uncle Bill, that 
distant cousin twice-removed on the groom’s side?

Natural language processing enables marketers to generate on-brand, 
personalized messages at a scale never before seen, so the 500 thank 
you card project would take seconds, as opposed to several weekends.

Marketing leaders have similar challenges when it comes to delivering 
the right message at the right time to the right customer, and that’s 
where AI language technologies such as natural language processing 
(NLP), natural language understanding (NLU), and natural language 
generation (NLG) come into play.

What is natural language processing?

Natural language processing is a convergence of computational 
linguistics and computer science. It is the primary method to analyze 
human language and break it down into smaller components, such as 
part-of-speech tagging, word segmentation, terminology extraction, 
speech recognition, or lexical semantics. Any middle school student 
who has diagrammed a sentence has witnessed firsthand how NLP 
algorithms approach their language analysis tasks. 

 

What is natural language understanding? 

Natural language understanding is the next step in the NLP process 
that leads to NLG. Once a machine analyzes human language 
at the “parts” level, the algorithm attempts to “understand” the 
communication’s meaning. That includes trying to interpret the 
sender’s emotion. NLU seeks to answer the question, “what is the 
intent of this message?” 
  
What is natural language generation?

Natural language generation moves NLP from syntax analysis 
into the world of semantics: it produces meaning through 
content creation. The algorithms create words, phrases, and 
content based on processes similar to human methods, such 
as determining what information to include, logically ordering 
information presentation, using the appropriate grammar, and 
choosing the “right” verbiage. 

Examples of natural language generation

NLG continues to gain traction for use in generating long- and  
short-form content. In another example, The Associated Press has 
partnered with Automated Insights, the developer of the Wordsmith 
NLG platform. Prior to using Wordsmith, AP reporters generated  
only 300 stories on corporate earnings each quarter. After adopting  
the Wordsmith NLG, the AP now “writes” over 4,400 quarterly  
earnings stories.

Natural language processing enables 
marketers to generate on-brand, 
personalized messages at a scale 
never before seen.

EMPOWERS COMPUTERS 
TO READ LANGUAGE

EMPOWERS COMPUTERS 
TO UNDERSTAND 
LANGUAGE

EMPOWERS COMPUTERS 
TO WRITE LANGUAGE

NLP

NLU

NLG

https://automatedinsights.com/customer-stories/associated-press/
https://automatedinsights.com/customer-stories/associated-press/


Persado created a unique and comprehensive database for marketing language that, 
far greater than just a dictionary, groups and tags words and phrases into hierarchical 
categories with words and phrases associated with each. For example, to express 
Gratitude, Persado collected thousands of ways to express it: “thanks for your interest,” 
“we appreciate your loyalty,” “our way of saying thank you,” etc.
 
These categories form the backbone of Persado-generated messages. By changing the 
positions, values, or words, Persado can easily produce a tremendous amount of 
language combinations.
 
Persado needed a statistical method to validate natural language generation’s efficiency, 
so it developed a proprietary machine learning method that uses Experimental Designs 
with a small set of combinations and evaluates how each language category (emotion, 
position, format, length, etc.) and its values impact the outcome. 

Data scientists can not only view the performance of the overall NLG-generated 
message, but can also understand how each component in a message performs and 
which contributes the most to the outcome.

Persado has collected an enormous amount of marketing campaign data after  
working with clients from different industries for many years. And that enables the  
data science team to create predictive algorithms that produce high-performing  
machine-generated messages.

How Persado Uses Natural Language Generation  
AI for Marketing
by Panagiotis Angelopoulos, Ph.D., Persado Chief Data Scientist
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– Panagiotis Angelopoulos, Ph.D.

Data scientists can not only view the  
performance of the overall NLG-generated 
message, but can also understand how each 
component in a message performs and which 
contributes the most to the outcome.
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Leverage AI to Create More 
Effective Messaging

Using AI for Copywriting | 16

Chapter 04

– Kat Dessenon, Persado VP of Campaign Management

Use AI to amplify writing talent

What if humans could leverage AI for copywriting to do their 
best work and deliver powerful, personalized content at 
scale? What would that look like and is it even possible?

Rising consumer expectations for personalized experiences 
mean CMOs and senior marketers face increasing pressure 
to create content quickly and at scale. Copywriting that 
meets these consumer preferences demands human 
creativity but is notoriously difficult to scale. It’s an art to 
set the tone and style as well as tailor messaging. It takes 
human touch and subtlety to create and understand humor, 
parody, or satire sometimes found in copywriting. 

It’s now possible to use linguistic science, machine learning, 
and natural language generation to guide the art of 
copywriting in a scientific way and create messages that are 
on brand every time.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How AI empowers copywriters to write  
better copy  

From a marketing perspective, AI copywriting tools are 
the next phase of deploying individualized content. Even 
the most talented copywriters do not possess AI’s data-
gathering and analytical capabilities. Creating personalized 
content for each individual customer through every possible 
touchpoint is not a realistic expectation for a human 
copywriter. And human copywriters cannot perfectly 
capture just the right words at precisely the right time for 
every one of the millions (or billions) of consumers. 

AI gets CMOs and their teams closer to the right words at 
the right time at scale. Given the increasing sophistication 
of AI for copywriting tools; their utility in freeing up a 
writer’s time so they can focus on higher-level tasks; and 
the demand for hyper-personalized content, marketing 
departments should begin exploring AI tools. For any 
channel where copywriting is used to produce a desired 
consumer outcome, from Facebook ads to landing pages 
and lifecycle emails, AI-driven copywriting can help  
improve performance. 

Persado trained its AI 
platform to detect emotions, 
which is one of the most 
difficult language elements to 
master. The system matches 
brand voice and audience 
impact analytics to produce 
optimal copy throughout 
every consumer touchpoint.



Persado trained its AI platform to detect 
emotions, which is one of the most 
difficult language elements to master. This 
breakthrough in AI technology involved 
much more than simply tagging individual 
words; the AI system categorizes phrases 
and the various components of language so 
the same components can be reimagined 
and reassembled to deliver more compelling 
messages. The system matches brand voice 
and audience impact analytics to produce 
optimal copy throughout every consumer 
touchpoint. 

Persado uses AI to help automate some 
aspects of content creation to increase 
efficiency, allowing teams to focus on more 
strategic tasks that require human judgment. 
This is the biggest benefit to businesses—AI’s 
purpose, in marketing and in general, is not to 
replace the human workforce, but to free up 
time for work that computers can’t yet do on 
humans’ behalf. 

The larger the organization, the more 
pervasively AI can be used. Assuming a large, 
relevant base of content exists, CMOs and their 
senior marketers are more likely to get more 
precise and relevant output with AI. A small 
business that sends email once a week won’t 
have as much benefit as a larger enterprise 
that can leverage thousands of data points.
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How AI Fundamentally Improves Copywriting
by Kat Dessenon, Persado VP of Campaign Management
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AI Revolutionizes Language in 
Every Business Function
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Chapter 05

– Assaf Baciu, Persado Co-founder and  
Senior Vice President of Product and Engineering

Today, a machine can 
understand what story 
to tell, what emotions to 
convey, and how to combine 
that into a message that will 
systematically drive impact 
anywhere words are used 
across the enterprise, every 
single time.

AI everywhere

The future is already here for AI in marketing across 
copywriting, content personalization, and creativity. It’s 
already possible to use advanced algorithms to predict 
customer churn, generate more relevant content for 
individual customer segments, and even transform the 
ideation process through actionable, data-driven insights 
based on actual customer behavior. 

The next frontier lies in using AI to augment and extend 
one of marketing’s core contributions across the enterprise; 
namely, the communication of ideas and messages using 
words and language both inside and outside  
the organization.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AI empowers the whole enterprise 

Customer service prompts, employee communications, 
health and wellness reminders, billing and collections 
notices, and even open enrollment messages are all open 
opportunities to leverage AI for better business and better 
human outcomes such as health, well-being, and security.

Words are central to how brands communicate both 
internally and externally. Leading brands such as Chase, 
Humana, Verizon, and others are already using AI in 
customer service, billing, and employee communications 
to generate words that resonate. AI plays a central role 
developing and generating the words that matter to 
employees, customers, prospects, suppliers, and anyone 
who uses words to communicate, persuade, and engage. 



Persado is a high-growth, category-leading AI platform that helps CMOs, CXOs, 
CFOs, and P&L owners unlock a new lever of value creation by ensuring the 
right words are used at every customer interaction. Persado delivers hundreds 
of millions of dollars in incremental value to some of the biggest companies in 
banking, insurance, retail, telco, and more. The Persado platform uses natural 
language generation, machine learning, experimental design, and the world’s 
largest language knowledgebase of millions of tagged and scored words and 
phrases to deliver an average of 41% lift in conversion rates across customer 
engagement channels. 

Persado delivers on the promise of AI-based consumer insights, surfacing 
the language trends that resonate for different customer segments across the 
customer journey while ensuring the messages always reinforce the brand 
voice. By unlocking the latent value of the power of words, companies win every 
customer moment and experience dramatic new levels of brand engagement 
and revenue performance – at scale. 

To learn more, visit persado.com
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